UAB Core Course Sequences

English Sequence
• EH 091 → EH 101 → EH 102 → Literature
  • Two literatures are needed in sequence if student does not opt to complete a sequence in history.

Math Sequence
• MA 098 → MA 102 → MA 105 – MA 106
  OR
• MA 098 → MA 110

Biology Sequence
• BY 101/102 (Not recommended for students interested in pursuing a medical field of study.)
• BY 115/116 → BY 116/116L
• BY 123/123L → BY 124/124L

Chemistry Sequence
• CH 105/106 → CH 107/108
  OR
• CH 100 → CH 115/115R/116 → CH 117/117R/118 → CH 235/235R/236 → CH 237/237R/238

Psychology Sequence
• PY 101 → PY 212

Notes
• CH 100, MA 102, and MA 180 count towards overall credit hours, but do not count towards core requirement fulfillment.
• EH 091 and MA 098 do not count towards overall credit hours or core requirement fulfillment.
• BY 115 and BY 116 do not count towards core requirement fulfillment.
• BY 101/102 does not count for towards Biology Major.